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Abstract
This paper proposes a new corner detection algorithm using 
curvelet and Harris algorithm which finds rotation and scale 
invariant features. The curvelet is a wavelet transform designed 
to represent images at different scales and high degree of 
directionality and anisotropy. Corners are important features in 
a computer vision for object recognition, stereo matching, and 
motion tracking. These corners are referred as control points or 
interest points for image registration. In this paper, we examine 
Harris, SUSAN and propose corner detectors and compare their 
performance in terms of consistency.
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I. Introduction
Corner points are formed from two or more edges and usually 
edges define the boundary between two different objects or parts 
of the same object. There are number of approaches for detecting 
corners. However, a successful corner detector should detect all the 
true corners with well localized. Further, with minimum number 
of false corners and be robust to noise and invariant to resolution, 
scale and orientation.  
Kitchen and Rosenfeld [1], corner detector is based on the change 
of gradient direction along an edge contour multiplied by the local 
gradient magnitude. This method is sensitive to noise and suffers 
from missing junctions and poor localization. 
Harris [2], corner detector is based on assumption that corners are 
associated with local maximum function. Harris corner detector 
computes a corner value of each pixel in the image. A pixel is 
declared as a corner if the value is below a certain threshold. This 
method provides good repeatability under rotation and various 
illuminations. However, it is sensitive to quantization noise and 
suffers from loss in localization accuracy. Smith and Brady [3],   
proposed a SUSAN [3], (Smallest Univalue Segment Assimilating    
Nucleus) corner detector using a circular mask for corner and edge 
detection. This   corner detector makes a better localization and 
noise robustness and is better than previous algorithms, but has 
an average   repeatability rate.

II. Curvelet Transform
Candes and Donoho [7], developed   a new multiscale transform 
which they called the curvelet transform [7], motivated by the needs 
of image analysis. The curvelet, like the wavelet, is a multiscale 
transform, with frame elements indexed by scale and location 
parameters. Unlike the wavelet transform, it has directional 
parameters, and the curvelet pyramid contains elements with a 
very high degree of directional specificity. In addition, the curvelet 
transform is based on a certain anisotropic scaling principle which 
is quite different from the isotropic scaling of wavelets. Curvelets 
exhibit unique mathematical properties, namely:
• Curved singularities can be well approximated with very few 
coefficients and in a non-adaptive manner – hence the name 
“curvelets.”
   

• Curvelets remain coherent waveforms under the action of the 
wave equation in a smooth medium. 

III. Proposed Method
The corner detection methods such as Kitchen and Rosenfeld, 
Harris, and SUSAN detect noise as false corners and miss some 
fine features or true corners. We propose new corner detection 
using the curvelet and Harris algorithm as follows:

Decomposition of image using curvelet DFB’s   (Directional 1. 
Filter Banks)
Detect the corners in each direction using   Harris 2. 
algorithm.
Combine all detected corners by performing logical or 3. 
operation.
Applying dilation to combined nearby corners to make one 4. 
corner.
Find the centroid of step of 4 and identified as corner.  5. 

We propose a corner detection algorithm as shown in fig. 1, that 
uses the curvelet direction filter banks. The experiments carried 
out with curvelet toolbox make it clear that if the number of 
orientation is six it gives better localization and minimum number 
of false corners detection.
 

Fig. 1. Block Diagram Proposed Algorithm

IV. Result And Discussion
In this section we implement proposed corner detection algorithm 
tested for different images. The results are shown in fig. 2(a) to 
fig. 2(i).
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  (a) Susan

        (b) Harris

         (c) Proposed

           (d) Susan          

           (e) Harris

         (f) Proposed

          (g) Susan

           (h) Harris
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        (i) Proposed
Figs. 2(a)-2(i): Corner Detection on Test Images “House”, “Block” 
and “sample”

A. Performance  Analysis of  Corner  Detection 
The performance is evaluated in terms of  number of true, false, 
and missed corners detected algorithms. Table 1 and Table 2,  show  
the detection of corner results summary for rotation 00, 300 and 
600. The  proposed method is compared with  SUSAN and Harris. 
First, an experiment is conducted to detect corners for orginal 
“house” ,“block” and “ sample” images. Next, orginal image is 
rotated with an angle from  +900  to -900. It has been observed 
that proposed method  detected minimum number of false, and 
missed corners and good stability, well localizd true corners even 
after rotation of images.

Table 1: Corner Results for the “House” Image          

Rotation Detector Detected
corners

True 
corners

Missed 
corners

False 
corners

 00

Susan 49 20 17 22

Harris 89 35 6 32

Proposed 37 25 9 12

300

Susan 82 12 21 32

Harris 207 37 8 16

Proposed 65 35 14 3

600

Susan 80 13 20 32

Harris 221 36 7 22

Proposed 73 38 12 6

We measure the stability of corner detection alogorithms using 
consistency of corner numbers (CCN) [5]. Consistency means 
numbers should be invariant to the combination of noise, rotation, 
uniform or nonuniform scaling and affine transform.  Definition 
of consistency of corner numbers  is as follows:
 CCN=100×1.1-|Nt-No|    (1) 
No - number of corners detected in orginal image.    
Nt -  number of corners in the transformed image.
CCN for stable corner detectors should be near to 100%. CCN 
is near to zero for corner detectors with many false corners. It is 
observed that CCN measures only number of detected corners  
without regard to whether they are correct or not.

Table 2: Corner Results for the “Block” Image

Rotation Detector Detected
corners

True 
corners

Missed 
corners

False 
corners

00

Susan 49 30 28 19

Harris 45 40 18 1

Proposed 43 39 18 4

300

Susan 78 17 37 21

Harris 224 21 34 1

Proposed 68 32 26 1

600

Susan 79 19 38 20

Harris 222 24 34 1

Proposed 71 35 23 3

  (a) Susan

            (b) Harris
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       (c) Proposed
 
Figs. 3(a)-3(c): Consistency of Corner Numbers for Rotation  
“House” Image

Fig. 3, shows experimental results of CCN values for house image. 
First, corners are detected for original image. Next, original image 
is rotated with an angle in steps of 100 variations between -900 and 
+900. It shows that the proposed algorithm performances better 
than SUSAN and Harris. 

  
          (a). Susan

             (b). Harris 

          (c). Proposed
Figs. 4(a)-(c): Consistency of Corner Numbers for Uniform 
Scaling “House” Image

Fig. 4, shows experimental results of CCN values for house image. 
First corners are detected for original image. Next original image 
is uniformly scaled with variations between 0.5 and 1.5.  It shows 
that the Proposed algorithm performances better than SUSAN 
and Harris. 

V. Conclusions
This paper proposes a new corner detection method based on 
curvelet transform and Harris algorithm. As we know, curvelet 
is a wavelet transform with good time-frequency localization and 
multi resolution advantages. This new corner detection based on 
multi scale levels and multi direction levels. This new method 
detects stable and localized true corners with minimum number of 
false and missed corners, even after rotation, scaling, and testing 
number of images.

(a). Number of False Corner Detected     
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(b). Number of Missed Corner Detected
Figs. 5(a)-(b): Compare “House” Image Corners Results 
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